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When you google the names of Winston Churchill and Franklin Roosevelt and 

you combine each of them separately with the words ‘famous quotes’, the result 

is rather remarkable. Churchill’s list is more than twice as long as Roosevelt’s. Of 

course, that corresponds with the prevailing notion of the historical weight of 

both men and, more specifically, with the notion of their contribution to winning 

World War II. While FDR is certainly credited with bringing the United States 

into the alliance against Nazi Germany and with adding American muscle to the 

war effort, Churchill is generally regarded as the intellectual and strategic 

powerhouse. 

 

But is that the truth and nothing but the truth? The message of Nigel Hamilton, 

our speaker and guest of honour this evening is: let’s have another look. And if 

we look more closely, we’ll get another picture of how FDR and Churchill 

operated. We’ll see that FDR played a much more forceful role than most 

historians have granted him, not only on the political front but also in military 

matters. And we’ll see that Churchill was not the infallible warlord that many 

have made of him. This is the subject of Hamilton’s latest book, Roosevelt vs. 

Churchill, and it is the subject of his lecture this evening. 

 

Nigel Hamilton speaks with authority. He is a distinguished historian, a 

renowned biographer and a prolific writer. He has delved into the lives of 

presidents and generals. In the United States he is known primarily for his best-

selling work on the young John F. Kennedy: JFK: Reckless Youth. In the United 

Kingdom he is probably best-known for his three-volume life story of Field 

Marshall Bernard Montgomery. 

 



The Kennedy biography was supposed to be followed by at least one sequel, but 

the Kennedy family was not amused and refused further cooperation. However, 

Nigel Hamilton had the last laugh, because the first volume got excellent reviews 

and was turned into a television mini-series with Patrick Dempsey as the young 

JFK. 

 

Besides biographies of the brothers Heinrich and Thomas Mann and of Bill 

Clinton, professor Hamilton wrote a modern version of the classic history of the 

Roman Emperors, called American Caesars, in which he recorded the works and 

lives of twelve U.S. presidents, from FDR to George W. Bush. As a result of his 

achievements in the field of biography, he became Professor of Biography at De 

Montfort University in Leicester, where he set up the British Institute of 

Biography. He has taught at several universities both in the UK and in the US. 

Currently, he is Senior Fellow at the John W. McCormack Graduate School of 

Policy Studies at the University of Massachusetts in Boston. 

 

The book we’ll be discussing this evening, Roosevelt versus Churchill, is not only 

remarkable because of its content, but also because it is first published in Dutch 

and will later come out in English. That is fitting for two reasons. The first is that 

the Rijksuniversiteit Groningen facilitated Nigel Hamilton to do something that 

was missing in his professional life: to write a doctoral dissertation and come to 

Groningen to receive a late-life PhD. This happened last Thursday, so Nigel 

Hamilton is now doctor Nigel Hamilton. Cum laude. The second reason is that 

Nigel’s father Denis Hamilton, who was a distinguished WW II battalion 

commander – and later became editor of The Sunday Times – fought an 

important battle at Nijmegen. A battle in which many British soldiers died and 

after which Denis Hamilton was awarded a high military decoration for his brave 

leadership. So, in a sense his son is closing a historical circle. 

 

The order of this evening is as follows: dr. Hamilton will speak for about half an 

hour. After that I’ll start a conversation with him, which after a while will be 

opened up for questions from you in the audience. But now, please welcome 

Nigel Hamilton. 


